Roads in Pakistan (Urdu: پاکستان میں سڑکیں) can be classified as federal, provincial and municipal roads. Federal roads are controlled by the Government of Pakistan and maintained by the National Highway Authority. They are divided into 3 classes. Provincial and territorial roads are controlled by the respective provincial and territorial governments of Pakistan and maintained by each province's Highway Authority. Typically, the "old" road narrows, and passes quietly through a tightly packed group of traditional wooden buildings. The "new" road maintains its three or four lane width, and passes around the back of the town as if trying not to disturb it from sleep. Wakefulness along the modern by-pass is emphasized by a garish display of neon lights advertising modern delights to the car driver, to the outdoor sportsman (notably the skier and golfer), and to the all-night trucker looking for a hamburger and coffee stop. The old post-town, virtually devoid of traffic, says goodnight to the two old men at